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[57] ABSTRACT 
This lock consists’of only a stepped cylindrical body 
the reduced lower shank portion of which fits snugly 
in the upper end of the stand-pipe with the shouldered 
upper end resting on the stand-pipe so as to locate the 
radially movable bolt at the exact level of a keeper 
hole drilled radially in the upper end portion of the 
stand-pipe. A press ?t ring applied to the outside of 
the pipe closes the outer end of the hole to protect the 
lock against dirt and moisture from outside the pipe. 
A key in possession of an authorized employee of the 
city water department serves to unlock the lock so it 
can be removed when a T-wrench of suitable length to 
reach down below the frost line is to be applied to the 
stem of the shut-off valve through the stand~pipe to 
open or close the valve. The usua1 screw-on cover cap 
at ground level threads onto the upper end of the 
stand-pipe and serves to conceal and protect the lock 
against being tampered with‘. Usually the aforesaid T~~ 
wrench serves also to unscrew this cap and replace it. 

2 Claims, 5 Drawing Figures 
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CONCEALED LOCK FOR WATER SERVICE 
CUT-OFF BOX 

This invention relates to a simple and inexpensive but 
thoroughly practical and reliable concealed lock for so— 
called water service cut-off boxes, which are usually in 
stalled at the curb in front of homes to which water is 
supplied from the city mains. 
There has been a need for a long time for such a lock 

because it is an easy matter for an unauthorized person 
to remove the cover cap and thereby gain access to the 
stand-pipe and then with some form of improvised 
wrench manage to turn the water service valve on with 
out the city water department being aware that this has 
happened. Consequently, much city water department 
income is lost, whereas that could so easily be saved by 
installation of the present lock at a small fraction of the 
amount of income apt to be lost per year. 
The present novel lock fits neatly in the upper end of 

the stand-pipe where it is normally fully concealed by 
the cover cap. It closes the otherwise open upper end 
of the pipe thus preventing access to the stem of the 
shut-off valve until an‘ employee of the city water de 
partment, who has a key that ?ts the lock, so it can be 
unlocked and removed so a wrench of the necessary 
length to reach the stem of the shut-off valve can be in 
serted through the stand-pipe. Replacement of the lock 
is simpli?ed by lining up a radial bench mark provided 
on the upper face of the lock with a radial bench mark 
provided on upper end of the pipe so that the radially 
movable bolt on the lock can be entered in ‘the‘radial 
keeper hole provided in the upper end portion of the 
pipe. 
The invention is illustrated in the ‘accompanying 

drawing, in which: . 

FIG. 1 is a perspective view showing the lock of my 
invention plugging the otherwise open upper end of the 
stand-pipe so that access to the service cut-off valve 
shown in dotted lines is barred until the lock is un 
locked and removed,’the ground level cover cap, which 

. screws onto the upper end of the stand-pipe and con‘ 
ceals the lock, being shown removed and disposed in 
remote relation to the lock, an intermediate portion of 
the length of the stand-pipe being cut away to save 
space and allow showing the rest of the assembly on 
larger scale; ' 

FIG. 2 is a vertical section through the upper portion 
of the FIG. 1 assembly, showing the lock and the other 
parts about full size; 
FIG. 3 is an exploded view of the lock and related 

components of FIG. 2, on the same scale; 
FIG. 4 is a perspective view of the lock by itself on 

an enlarged scale; and 
FIG. 5 is a perspective view of a T-wrench such as is 

usually employed for removal of the cover cap and op 
erating the the service cut-off valve, an intermediate 
portion of the length of the wrench being broken away. 

The same reference numerals are applied to corre 
sponding parts throughout the views. 
Referring to the drawing, the reference numeral 6 

designates the lock of my invention, which is herein il 
lustrated as of the tumbler type, the bolt 7 of which is 
movable radially relative to the barrel 8, when the 
proper key 9 is inserted at 10 and turned through a pre 
determined angularity, whereby to enter the bolt in a 
radial keeper hole 11 drilled in the upper end portion 

2 
of the stand-pipe 12 where the reduced shank portion 
13 of the stepped cylindrical body of the lock has a 
snug fit. The annular shoulder 14 de?ned under the 
large upper end portion 15 of the body supports the 
lock at the right elevation relative to the keeper hole 1 1 
to insure easy locking and unlocking. A metal ring 16 
is pressed or driven down into place on pipe 12 to close 
the hole 11 against inlet of dirt or water. The usual 
cover plate 17, disposed substantially at ground level, 
threads onto the upper end portion of the pipe 12 and 
conceals and protects the lock 6, and a ?anged protec 

. tive internal cap 18 of plastic or aluminum material is 
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?tted frictionally-over the upper portion 15 of the lock 
6, as indicated in FIG. 2, to prevent inlet of dirt and 
water into the look at 10, which may be found impor~ 
tant, considering the long intervals involved between 
operations of the lock. 

In operation, stand-pipe 12 for a large number of 
water service cut-off boxes will be drilled to provide the 
holes 11 all at the same level for use of locks 6, using 
a suitable jig set at the same level in each drilling opera 
tion. To indicate the location of the holes 11, a radial 
bench mark 19 is made in the upper end of each pipe 
12, and a radial bench mark 20 is :made in the top face 
of the lock 6 to line up with mark 19, thus insuring 
entry of bolt 7 in hole 11. The cost of each installation 
is small in relation to the savings in income from users 
of water supplied by the city water department, ‘be 
cause, when there is no protection such as this, and the 
upper ends of stand-pipes 12 are left open and un 
plugged by locks 6, there are many dishonest people 
who will take advantage of the situation and enter some 
makeshift long-handled wrench in the pipe 12 and turn 
the stem 21 of the water service cut-off valve 22. With 
the locks 6 installed, such dishonest practices are 
stopped 100 percent, because, even' if the cover cap 17 
was removed to gain access to the: pipe 12,‘ the lock 6 
would not only notify the person confronted with it that 
he must call upon the city water department to send a 
service man out to open the lock 6 and turn the water 
on with a long-handled T-wrench, like that shown at 23 
in FIG. 5, but the person ?nding this lock barring his 
access to the shut-off valve 22 would surely realize that 
if he tried to remove the lock 6 himself (which would 
be quite dif?cult) he would make himself liable for any 
damage he did to the lock, if indeed, he wouldn‘t also 
face more serious charges for malicious damage to city 
property. The T-wrench 23 has spaced lugs 24 on the 
handle 25 of a size to fit in the holes 27 in cap 17 and 
spaced the same as the holes to‘ enter these holes in re 
moval and replacement of the cap. The channel 27 on 
the lower end ?ts the square ‘end of stem 21 and is used 
in opening and closing the ‘valve 22._ 

It is believed the foregoing description conveys a 
good‘ understanding of the objects: and advantages of 
my invention. While a preferred embodiment of the in 
vention has been illustrated ‘and described, this is only 
for the purpose of illustration, and it is to be under 
stood that various modi?cations in structure will occur 
to a person skilled in this art. 

‘I claim: 
1. In a service cut-off box comprising a pipe through 

the open end of which a long handled wrench for man 
ually opening or closing a cut-off service valve is opera 
ble when a cover plate is unthreaded from the upper 
end of said pipe to expose the open end, means for pre 
venting unauthorized access to the open end of said 
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pipe comprising a cylindrical lock body having a 
smaller diameter lower portion ?tting close inside and 
effectively plugging the open upper end of said pipe 
and an upper enlarged diameter portion resting on the 
open upper end of said pipe normally concealed and 
shielded by said cover plate, the latter portion of said 
lock body projecting upwardly from the open upper 
end of said pipe, key operable locking means in said 
body operable by entry of a key in a keyhole accessible 
at the outer end of said lock body, a flanged protective 
cover plate for said lock smaller in diameter than said 
cover plate and having a telescoping sealing ?t down 
wa'rdly on the cylindrical lock body to prohibit entry of 
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dirt and moisture downwardly into the lock body 
through the keyhole, said lock means upon rotation of 
the key extending or retracting a bolt movable substan 
tially radially relative to the inner end portion of said 
lock body into a radial keeper hole drilled into the pipe 
in register with the bolt. 

2. The structure as set forth in claim 1 including a 
ring encircling the pipe and covering the outer end of 
the keeper hole to exclude dirt and moisture without 
interfering with the freedom of operation of the bolt in 
entering or being retracted from the keeper hole. 

* * * * * 


